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INTRODUCTION
In their paper, Weineck and colleagues claim to have measured implicit power motives with the
Multi-Motive Grid (MMG), an instrument that features pictures of ambiguous social situations and
asks respondents to judge each according to a series of declarative statements that may characterize
the needs, feelings, or actions of the depicted persons as true or false. Notably, the MMG was not
labeled a measure of implicit motives in the original publication (Sokolowski et al., 2000). But
subsequent research portrayed the MMG as a measure of implicit motives (e.g., Kehr, 2004; Schüler
et al., 2015), and two of the MMG’s original authors eventually did, too (Langens and Schmalt,
2008). However, grid-type measures like the MMG do not assess implicit motives (Schultheiss and
Köllner, 2021). Rather, they appear to assess constructs closely related to self-attributed (or explicit)
motives. I base this conclusion on the following observations:
1. Grid-type measures have not been shown to be sensitive to variations in motivational states
Adopting principles of valid measurement from the natural sciences, McClelland (1958, 1987)
made it a central criterion for the validity of motive measures that they be sensitive to variations in
motivational arousal (see also Borsboom et al., 2004). He and his colleagues showed this criterion
to hold for motive measures based on stories respondents tell about ambiguous picture cues
(Atkinson, 1958; Smith, 1992). Such sensitivity for variations in motivational arousal was never
systematically documented for the MMG or other grid-type measures. Hence, we know nothing
about the causal processes generating variations in scores on such measures. This is the most
fundamental problem with grid-type measures purporting to measure motivational needs (see also
Boag, 2015).
2. Grid-type measures do not converge with validated implicit motive measures
Sokolowski et al. (2000) failed to provide evidence for a convergence between the MMG and storytelling measures of implicit motives validated in the manner described above. Subsequent research
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aiming to address this lacuna with adequately powered samples
has consistently failed to document systematic and substantial
positive correlations between grid-type measures and implicit
motive measures. For instance, Schüler et al. (2015; N = 202)
found the MMG scales for achievement, affiliation, and power
to correlate with corresponding measures on a standard picturestory motive measure only at −0.12, 0.14, and 0.09, respectively,
representing less than 2% of shared variance. Similar results were
obtained by Brunstein and Heckhausen (2008; N = 220) for the
MMG and story-telling measures of achievement motivation and
by Schultheiss et al. (2009; Schüler et al. (2015; N = 195; also
cited by Weineck et al., 2021) for a grid-type measure matched
even more closely than the MMG to the standard picturestory motive measure (see also Neumann and Schultheiss, 2015).
More broadly, these findings are consistent with the metaanalytical observation of near-zero correlations between picturestory motive measures and measures trying to assess motives
through declarative statements (see Schultheiss, 2007; Köllner
and Schultheiss, 2014).

into individuals’ explicit, self-attributed motives (see Schultheiss
et al., 2009; Schultheiss and Köllner, 2021). Also note that
measures combining pictures with declarative items have been
used to assess traits; they converge strongly with classic trait
measures based on self-report items only (Paunonen et al., 2001).

CONCLUSION
It may be relevant to explore, as Weineck and colleagues
did, to what extent women with anorexia nervosa endorse
statements expressing fear of power or hope for power. It
may also be relevant how these statements relate to such
individuals’ feelings of power. But researchers should not
invoke concepts and theories of implicit motives in general
and implicit power motivation in particular to frame and
explain such observations if they use measures that have no
empirically well-delineated relationship with these concepts and
theories. Thus, the question of what the observed findings for
women with anorexia nervosa signify cannot be satisfactorily
answered, and implications for clinical treatments should not
be inferred, based on the approach chosen by Weineck et al.
(2021).
More generally, progress in motivational accounts of disorders
such as anorexia nervosa is unlikely to occur if motive measures
with unclear validity are used in research and those with
better validity credentials, such as story-telling measures (for a
possible alternative see Slabbinck et al., 2011) are omitted. The
fundamental difference between these two types of measures has
been obscured by declaring one to be equivalent to the other. As
McClelland et al. (1989) stated more than 30 years ago about
the missing convergence between declarative and story-telling
motive measures: “Another way to react to this lack of correlation
is to take it seriously, to insist that at a minimum, psychologists
should not call by the same name two measures that do not
correlate with one another [. . . ]” (p. 691).

3. Grid-type measures converge with other measures of selfattributed (explicit) motives and traits
Across several published studies, findings support the view
that the MMG and similar measures show a moderate degree
of positive overlap with questionnaire-based motive measures,
although not always in a manner in which the strongest
convergence emerges for the diagonal elements of multimethod
correlation matrices. For instance, Kehr (2004, N = 82) found
the MMG achievement scale to correlate 0.28, 0.21, and
0.28, respectively, with the Personality Research Form (PRF;
Jackson, 1984) scales achievement, affiliation, and dominance,
and obtained similarly scattered correlations for the MMG scales
affiliation and power. Likewise, Schultheiss et al. (2009); (N =
190) reported correlations of their grid-type power motive scale
with the PRF scales dominance, aggression, achievement, and
affiliation of 0.20, 0.23, 0.02, and 0.17, respectively. Langens
et al. (2005); (N = 94) reported convergence coefficients of the
MMG scales for achievement, affiliation, and power with the
corresponding PRF scales of 0.22, 0.23, and 0.22, respectively.
Such findings suggest that the MMG and related measures tap
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